DNHG Visit to Saruq Al-Hadid Museum in the Shindagha Historical Area
Saturday 12th November 2016

The visit will start at **10 a.m.** at Restoration House with a 15-minute lecture about the Saruq Al-Hadid site. Coffee will be provided by the Saruq team.

There will then be a short bus transfer provided by the Saruq staff from Restoration House to the Museum and a tour of the Saruq Al-Hadid museum. Maximum number for the trip is **30 people**. This number will be divided into 2 groups of 15 people for ease of touring the Museum.

The nearest metro to the Museum is Al Gubaiba, but as we are starting at Restoration House, which is just on the other side of D92 from the Shindagha Heritage area, it may be easier to share lifts or take taxis direct to Restoration House. Parking is available for all DNHG members immediately in front of Restoration House.

[https://www.google.ae/maps/place/Restoration+House/@25.2731306,55.2907337,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x3e5f4342a535502d:0x818733441fcb2277!8m2!3d25.2731306!4d55.2929224](https://www.google.ae/maps/place/Restoration+House/@25.2731306,55.2907337,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x3e5f4342a535502d:0x818733441fcb2277!8m2!3d25.2731306!4d55.2929224)

Those interested in this trip should email Anelisa Lambert at [jclambert@btinternet.com](mailto:jclambert@btinternet.com)